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Abstract: This work presents a new holistic measure for face recognition.
Face recognition involves three steps: Face Detection, Feature Extraction
and Matching. In the face detection process to identify the face area in face
images, Viola-Jones algorithm has been used. Feature extraction is based
on performing double-transformation, where discrete Tchebychev
transform is performed on the geodesic distance transform of the grayscale
image. Structural Similarity (SSIM) is applied to the resulting image
double-transform to find matching factor with other image faces in the FEI
(Brazilian) database. Performance is measured using a confidence criterion
based on the similarity distance between the recognized person (best match)
and the next possible ambiguity (second-best match). Simulation results
showed that the proposed approach handles the face recognition efficiently
as compared with SSIM.
Keywords: Discrete Tchebychev Moments, Generalized Geodesy via
Geodesic Time, Structural Similarity (SSIM), Viola-Jones, Face
Recognition, Image Processing

Introduction
Face image is a complex, varied, high-dimensional
pattern. Although people recognize familiar faces
easily, using the machine to accurately identify the
face is still a difficult task, where correct recognition
can fall below 60% (McCormick, 2013; Hashim and
Hussain, 2014). However, face recognition in the
areas of authentication and security systems has been
widely used. Generally, face recognition is an unresolved
problem that attracted many researchers, and continued to
be an important area of research in computer vision and
pattern recognition (Wang et al., 2015).
Different methods have been proposed for face
recognition. These methods generally involve a feature
extractor like Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or
wavelet decomposer to reduce the size of input, and a
classifier like neural networks, support vector machines,
and nearest distance classifiers to find the features which
are most likely to be found. In the field of face recognition,
the accuracy and robustness of the algorithm largely depend
on the facial feature description (Zhu and Can, 2012). In
general, the facial features include global and local features.
Global features mainly describe the whole properties of the
face, such as color, shape and are used for general

matching; while local features are used for confirming
accuracy, mainly used to describe the fine details on human
face, such as scars and dimples (Zhu and Can, 2012).
Moments invariants were firstly introduced by Hu
(1962), who proposed a method of deriving moment
invariants using algebraic methods. He used geometric
moments to generate a set of invariants. However,
geometric moments are not derived from a family of
orthogonal functions, and are sensitive to noise, especially
for higher order moments (Li, 1995). Thus, Hu’s moment
invariants have limited applications. Many works in the
literature have presented approaches to construct moment
invariants, such as Zernike moment (Chong et al., 2003a),
pseudo-Zernike moment (Chong et al., 2003b) and
Legendre moment (Chong et al., 2004). However, in these
approaches the accuracy of recognition descends due to
the discrete approximation of the continuous integrals
(Mukundan, 2004). To resolve these problems, Mukundan
proposed discrete orthogonal Tchebychev moments
(Mukundan et al., 2001).
Face recognition in the visible spectrum is a well
known field of research over many years of study using
low-cost cameras. Many publications are available in
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this direction, containing smart and sophisticated
algorithms. The field of face recognition has undergone a
steady growth due to its security applications; also, other
applications such as access permission and even identity
control. However, this field is still facing unresolved
problems like the diminished recognition ability of
algorithms under variations in the intensity of
illumination in the image (Hermosilla et al., 2015). Still
failure of recognition is the main problem. This work
focuses on accuracy of recognition where a double
transform is found to optimize revealing hidden
distinctive features of a particular face.
There are basically three main directions for face
recognition as follows (Pandya et al., 2013):

Face Detection
Face detection is a necessary preprocessing stage.
Viola-Jones algorithm (Viola and Jones, 2001) is applied
to detect the face from image. Face detection is the
process that determines the locations and sizes of human
faces in digital images.
It detects facial features and ignores anything else.
MATLAB vision function CascadeObjectDetector uses
the Viola-Jones Algorithm (VJA) to detect objects in an
image. This detector uses Haar-like features and a
cascade of classifiers. The cascade object detector is pretrained to detect faces, noses and other objects. The
detection of face from image is represented in Fig. 1.
The algorithm has four stages:

Feature-Based Approach

•
•
•
•

In feature-based approach, the local features like
nose, eyes are segmented and can be used as input data
in face detection to support the task of face recognition.

Haar Feature Selection
Creating an Integral Image
Adaboost Training
Cascading Classifiers

Holistic Approach
After this step, we get a square image of size N×N
containing face only x(i,j).

In holistic approach the whole face taken as the input
in the face detection system to perform face recognition.

Hybrid Approach

Feature Extraction

Hybrid approach is combination of feature- based and
holistic approach. In this approach both local and whole
face is used as the input to face detection system.
In this work the holistic approach has been
considered. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a brief on theoretical and practical basics.
Section 3 presents the proposed method. Section 4
presents the results of applying proposed method for face
recognition. Section 5 presents the performance of the
proposed method under noise. Section 6 presents the
discussions, and Section 7 presents a conclusion.

Generalized Geodesy via Geodesic Time Transform
The time necessary to cover a path on a grey-scale
image is the sum of the grey-level values along the path.
The geodesic time between two points in a grey-scale
image is defined as the smallest amount of time allowing
to link these points. The geodesic time allows the
definition of generalized geodetic distances and
dilations. It will be shown that the application of
minimal path extraction on greyscale images gives
highly distinctive features if used in conjunction with
Tchebychev moments.
The geodesic time along a path P with length l
connecting a pixel Po = x(i,j) [in a gray-scale image x]
and a seed pixel q = Pl = x(r, c) in the same image is
given by (Soille, 1994):

Background
In this section we present the different techniques
used on the method proposed. There are three main steps
in the proposed method:
•
•
•
•

D x (P ) =

Pre-processing
Feature extraction
Matching
Pre-Processing

The

Po P1
l −1
+ + ∑ i =1 Pi
2
2

geodesic

distance

(1)
transform

denoted

by

d x (i, j ) = d x ( x(i, j )) is the smallest amount of geodesic

time Dx needed to link the general image pixel p = x (i,j)
to the specific seed image pixel q = x (r,c) as follows:

The following pre-processing operations are needed
before applying the proposed method:

d x (i , j ) = inf{D x (P ) | P links x (i , j ) to q }

Modifying Image Scales

(2)

where, inf denotes the infimum operator.
The result in Fig. 2 has been simulated as per
Equation 2 links between p and q.

All images must be square and have even
dimensions.
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3
N ( N 2 − 1)

p1 (r ) = (2r + 1 − N )

pk (r ) = (ak r + bk ) pk −1 (r ) − cr pk − 2 (r )
with k , r = 0,..., N − 1

(4)

(5)

Where:

Fig. 1. Face detection with VJA using a face image from FEI
Face Database

4k 2 − 1
N2 − k2

ak =

2
k

bk =

1− N
k

ck =

k − 1 2k + 1 N 2 − (k − 1) 2
⋅
k
2k − 3
N 2 −k 2

(6)

4k 2 − 1
N2 − k2

(7)

(8)

Now the 2D normalized discrete Tchebychev
moments Tmn for an N×N generalized geodesic transform
dx=τ(x)=[dx(i,j)] of the image x(i,j) are given by:
g x ( m , n , d x ) = T mn {t ( x )} = T mn (d x )
N −1

= ∑i =0

∑

N −1
j =0

(9)

p m (i )i p n ( j ).d x (i , j )

With m, n = 0,…, N-1. pm(i): The mth normalized
discrete Tchebychev polynomials for the variable i.

Image Structural Similarity
In this study we will extend the application of the
well-known similarity measure SSIM in (Wang et al.,
2004) to extract features from geodesic-Tchebychev
transforms of images as defined in the next section. The
Structural Similarity (SSIM) index is a novel method for
measuring the similarity between two images. It can be
viewed as a quality measure of one of the images being
compared, provided the other reference image is
regarded as of perfect quality.
To find similarity between two images x and y of
common size × N, the SSIM index is calculated as the
average of the following local similarity:

Fig. 2. Geodesic or shortest path between point p and seed q on
a grey scale image. The time necessary to cover this path
equals (19.5)

Discrete Tchebychev Moments
Discrete orthogonal moments such as the
Tchebychev (Chebyshev) moments. The use of discrete
orthogonal Tchebychev polynomials as basis function
for image moments eliminates the discrete
approximation associated with the continuous moments.
In this work we will use Tchebychev moments for the
image geodesic transform instead of the image itself. The
Normalized Discrete Tchebychev polynomials are given
by the following recurrence formula (Mukundan, 2004):
1
po (r ) =
N

SSIM ( x, y ) =

(2M x M y + c1 )(2σ xy + c2 )
(2 M x2 M y2 + c1 )(σ x2 + σ y2 + c2 )

(10)

with:
Mx = The local average of x over a window
My = The local average of y
σ x2
= The local variance of x
σ y2

= The local variance of y

σ xy

= The local covariance of x and y

c1, c2 = Two variables to stabilize the division in case of
weak denominator

(3)
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Fig. 3. Face recognition based on geodesic Tchebychev transform

with:
x(i,j)
= The original face image
gx = [gx (i, j, dx)] = A discrete Tchebychev moment for
the geodesic transform dx(i,j) of
original image x
SSIM
= The similarity index as per equation
(10)

Geodesic-Tchebychev Similarity
Both Tchebychev moments and geodesic distance are
good tools to extract image features; however, face
recognition involves a lot of failures. This could be due
to the fact the different approaches may not be able to
show their power when used separately. In this work a
double transform that is based on the interaction between
the powerful Tchebychev and geodesic transforms is
designed to reveal an outstanding performance as
compared to using each transform alone.
The geodesic distance is an optimized way to handle
the distances between pixels in the sense of the nearest
paths between pixels and a specified center, hence
reducing the effects of varying illumination and noise.
Applying Tchebychev moments to geodesic transform
will get the distinctive geodesic features from the
original image. Now applying a statistical approach like
SSIM based on the mean, variance, and covariance will
sieve the best of these distinctive features, giving
superior performance in face recognition.
The overall diagram of the proposed system is
shown as Fig. 3.
The Geodesic-Tchebychev similarity measure (called
SSIMGT) is the average of the following local measure
performed on smaller windows of the original images:
R ( x, y ) = SSIM [ g x , g y ]

Another High-Performance Structural
Measure in the Tchebychev Domain In this
section, another high-performance similarity measure
that is directly based on the statistical structure in the
Tchebychev domain (called SSIMT) is proposed as
follows:
S ( x, y ) = SSIM [T ( x ), T ( y )]

(12)

where, T ( x) = [Tmn ( x )];T ( y ) = [Tmn ( y )] .
For most cases, SSIMT performance is inferior by a
small amount to that of SSIMGT. For a few cases, the
situation is reversed. Hence, SSIMT remains a strong
competitor for SSIMGT.

MSE-Based Similarity Measure in the
Tchebychev Domain
For the purpose of performance comparison, the
following similarity measure based on the meansquared
error in the Tchebychev domain (called MSETS) is
defined by Equation 14 as follows:

(11)
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E ( x, y ) = MSE[T ( x), T ( y )]

(12)

r ( x, y ) = 1 − E ( x, y ) / max{E ( x, y )}

(13)

p ( x, y ) = r ( x, y ) / max{r ( x, y )}

(14)

•

with T(x) = [Tmm(x)]; T(y) = [Tmn(y)] and MSE (x, y) is
define as:

•

1
2
MSE ( x, y ) =
∑ ∑ [ x(i, j ) − y(i, j )]
MN i j

This measure is weaker than SSIMGT and SSIMT;
giving less recognition confidence.

•

Results and Discussion
Tests to examine SSIMGT performance can be
summarized in the following steps:
•

(Brazilian) (Carlos Eduardo Thomaz (Caru)) has
been used. It consists of 50 people, each with two
poses. The size of the face is 250×250
The resulting image x(i,j) from step (a) passes through
distance transform as per Equations 1 and 2. The seed
row and columns vectors are chosen as random
integers within the face image size of length 3 each
The resulting transform in step (b), dx(i,j), passes
through a discrete orthogonal Tchebychev transform
to get Tchebychev moments gx(i,j). The low-pass
area of size 30-by-30 is chosen from the
Tchebychev transform matrix
The last step is to apply structure similarity (SSIM)
to the selected area of the double transform above to
reveal exceptional amount of similarity between the
reference image transform gx(i,j) and database image
transform gy (i,j)

Other measures are based on steps related to those
mentioned above. For SSIM, the constants c1 = (K1L)2
and c2 = (K1L)2 and c2 = (K2L)2 (K1 and K2 being small
constants, L=255) where chosen with K1 = 0.01 and K2 =
0.003 as per (Wang et al., 2004). The performance of
SSIM is insensitive to these constants.

Face area should be identified in the original face
image within the pre-processing phase. First, the
image is converted from a color image to a grayscale image. The face area of the image is extracted
using Viola-Jones algorithm. It should be square of
unified size N×N. In this work, FEI Face Database

Fig. 4. A sample from FEI Face Database (Brazilian)

Fig. 5. Similarity measures using 50-face sub-database from FEI Face Database (Brazilian). Confidence in recognition for SSIMGT,
SSIMT, SSIM, and MSETS is 83.6%, 78.6%, 15.4% and 15.3%, respectively
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Hind Rustum Mohammed: Simulation and data
analysis.

Confidence in Recognition
To test performance in recognition, a differential
performance measure d(r) for a similarity measure r is
defined using the difference between the maximum value
of the measure r (should be 1 in normalized measures),
which is supposed to occur on the point (integer count)
representing the correct person (in case of correct
recognition), and the second-largest value, considered as
the most serious confusion in the recognition process. The
measure for recognition confidence is defined as follows:
c( r ) = [1 − d (r )] × 100%
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SSIMGT, SSIMT and MSETS are based on
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that the most efficient among these methods (in terms
of recognition confidence) is the similarity measure
SSIMGT, obtained by applying the well-known structural
similarity SSIM on the double geodesic -Tchebychev
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